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Abstract
This paper concerns the solution of plate bending problems in domains
composed of rectangles. Domain decomposition (DD) is the basic tool
used for both the parallelization of the conjugate gradient method and
the construction of ecient parallel preconditioners. A so-called Dirich-
let DD preconditioner for systems of linear equations arising from the -
nite element approximation by non-conforming Adini elements is derived.
It is based on the non-overlapping DD, a multilevel preconditioner for
the Schur-complement and a fast, almost direct solution method for the
Dirichlet problem in rectangular domains based on fast Fourier transform.
Making use of Xu's theory of the auxiliary space method we construct
an optimal preconditioner for plate problems discretized by conforming
Bogner-Fox-Schmidt rectangles.
Results of numerical experiments carried out on a multiprocessor sys-
tem are given. For the test problems considered the number of iterations
is bounded independent of the mesh sizes and independent of the number
of subdomains. The resulting parallel preconditioned conjugate gradient
method requires O(h
 2
ln h
 1
ln "
 1
) arithmetical operations per processor
in order to solve the nite element equations with the relative accuracy ".
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1 Introduction
This paper concerns the solution of bending problems for thin elastic plates.
The Kirchho plate theory formulates boundary value problems for fourth-order
partial dierential equations. Our topic is the construction of ecient iterative
methods for the solution of nite element equations arising from the discretization
of these plate problems by rectangular nite elements. To take advantage of
modern parallel computing environments it is insucient to transfer commonly
used sequential algorithms. Instead, we need parallel algorithms adapted to the
specic classes of parallel machines. For the solution of boundary value problems
approximated by nite element schemes domain decomposition (DD) methods
are of increasing interest. They are basic tools for both the parallelization of
iterative methods and the construction of ecient parallel preconditioners. For
instance in [11] - [15] the parallelization of the conjugate gradient (CG) method
on the basis of a non-overlapping DD approach and aspects of the algorithmic
realization have been studied in detail. The theory of the DD-preconditioner has
been derived on a purely algebraic basis. We briey review some of the main
results which are valid in our context too.
Three components of the DD-preconditioner have to be chosen in order to
adapt it as well as possible to the boundary value problem considered. A precon-
ditioner for the subdomain problems (in many cases the homogeneous Dirichlet
problem) and a basis transformation algorithm extending the data at the cou-
pling boundary to the inner nodes biharmonically have to be constructed. That's
why in section 3 we generalize the so-called boundary potential method developed
in [19] and [20] to the case of non-homogeneous boundary conditions. It allows
us to solve the clamped plate problem in rectangular domains with almost opti-
mal arithmetical eort of O(N lnN) operations, where N denotes the number of
unknowns.
The third component is a multilevel Schur-complement preconditioner for
conforming Bogner-Fox-Schmidt elements proposed in [24]. The auxiliary space
method (see [28]) allows us to make use of this preconditioner also in the case
of the non-conforming Adini elements (section 5). In section 6 the role of both
discretizations is switched. There a parallel preconditioner for the conforming
discretization is constructed using Adini elements to dene the auxiliary nite
element space.
The parallel preconditioned CG (ParPCG) method is well suited for the im-
plementation on multiprocessor systems with local memory and message passing
principle. In section 7 the results of numerical tests are presented. They conrm
the theoretical results and show that the preconditioners developed are applicable
to plate problems with various types of boundary conditions.
1
2 Plate problems, nite elements and domain
decomposition
2.1 Plate problems
Let us consider the homogeneous Dirichlet problem (1) for the biharmonic op-
erator 
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as a prototype of an elliptic, fourth-order, partial
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erential equation.
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It can be interpreted as the classical formulation of the clamped plate problem (2)
concerning the equilibrium position of a originally plane, thin plate of constant
thickness under the action of a transverse force. Its solution minimizes the total
potential energy J in V
00
(see [1] - [3]).
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For physical reasons the Poisson coecient  of the plate material lies in (0;
1
2
). As
we will see later, the boundary potential method reduces the numerical solution of
the clamped plate problem in a rectangle to the solution of the simply supported
plate problem (4).
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2.2 Finite element discretization
Let 
 composed of a nite number of rectangles, such that it may be covered
by a triangulation R
h
made of rectangles R. Let N
h
be the set of nodes of R
h
.
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ne the 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Using the usual nite element nodal basis
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Approximate solutions u
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for (4) minimize the discrete energy
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leads us to systems of linear equations determining the associated nodal vectors
u and u.
~
Lu = f ;

Lu =

f :
The discretization of plate problems using Adini rectangles is a non-conforming
nite element method in the sense that
~
V
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is not a subspace of H
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the following inclusions are valid
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Functions v
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satisfy the Dirichlet boundary condition for the normal
derivatives at all boundary nodes P 2 N
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. For more details and error
estimates see e.g. [2] and [3].
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A conforming nite element discretization can be constructed using rectan-
gular, bicubic Bogner-Fox-Schmidt elements.
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The nite element functions v
h
2 V
h
are uniquely dened by their nodal val-
ues, gradients and mixed derivatives, i.e.  = f(0; 0); (1; 0); (0; 1); (1; 1)g =
f0; e
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2.3 Non-overlapping Domain Decomposition
We consider a plate problem in a domain 
 composed of p rectangles
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
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discretized either by Adini or Bogner-Fox-Schmidt elements.
Let index "C" correspond to those degrees of freedom belonging to the cou-
pling boundary ?
C
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which are not given by an essential boundary
condition. Let "I" correspond the interior 
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of the subdomains. Or-
dering the nodal basis functions by these two groups, the resulting system of
nite element equations Lu = f can be written in the block form
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There L
I
is the block-diagonal matrix which consists of the stiness matrices
related to the clamped plate problems in 
s
.
L
I
= blockdiag (L
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)
s=1;2;:::;p
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We solve (8) using the parallel preconditioned conjugate gradient (ParPCG)
method. It is well suited for the implementation on multiprocessor systems with
local memory and message passing principle. An advantage of DD parallelized
iterative methods is the low demand of communication between processors. De-
tails about the parallelization and implementation of the ParPCG method are
described for instance in [10], [11] and [15].
The preconditioning step in the ParPCG method should t into the paral-
lelization concept of the non-overlapping DD. The idea of preconditioning is to
transform the original problem Lu = f in a equivalent one C
 1
Lu = C
 1
f in
order to obtain a signicantly lower condition number (C
 1
L)  (L). A
preconditioner C must have the following (sometimes contrary) properties:
1. C is symmetric and positive denite,
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3. The preconditioning system
Cw = r
can be solved much more eciently than the original problem Lu = f .
Additionally we demand a high degree of parallelism in the preconditioning
algorithm.
Considering the well known factorization of the matrix L from (8)
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is the Schur-complement, the so-called ASM-DD-
preconditioner was derived on a purely algebraic basis.
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The three components C
C
, C
I
and B
I
have to be chosen in order to adapt the
preconditioner as well as possible to the problem under consideration (partial
dierential equation, discretization method, etc.). The following theorem proved
in [10], [12] gives general criteria for the choice of the components of (10).
Theorem 2.1 Let the symmetric and positive denite block preconditioners C
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Because of the obvious spectral equivalence inequalities
S
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;
we can use a Schur-complement preconditioner to dene C
C
(section 5).
3 Fast solution methods in a rectangle
In [19] and [20] a fast solution method for the biharmonic Dirichlet problem (1) in
rectangular domains, the so-called boundary potential method has been proposed.
It was developed for a special ve-point variational nite dierence scheme, but
the method can be applied to the clamped plate problem discretized by Adini
element in principle. We briey describe this method, but in view of its use in
the domain decomposition context we have to generalize it to the case of non-
homogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions.
3.1 Statement of the problem
We consider the inhomogeneous clamped plate problem in  = (0; l
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The tilde symbol on matrices and vectors will be omitted in this section.
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After the homogenization of the essential boundary conditions on 
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the dis-
cretized boundary value problem (15) looks like
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The corresponding simply supported plate problem has the homogenized form
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The solution u of (17) is easy to obtain via the Fourier method. It satises
the Dirichlet boundary conditions on 
D
and the rst row of equation (16). In
contrast the direct solution of the clamped plate problem via the Fourier method
is not possible because the equations do not decouple. The main idea of the
boundary potential method is to nd some correction v, such that u = u + v
satises (16). At least this leads us to an additional system of linear equations
which can be solved eciently using the Jacobi iterative method.
3.2 The Fourier method
We look for the solution u
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of the discrete boundary value problem (17) in R
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via fast Fourier trans-
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solution method for the non-homogeneous boundary value problem (17) in a rect-
angle.
3.3 The boundary potential method
Let u the solution of (17). In order to nd the solution u of (16) we consider the
dierence v = u  u. Therefore we have the following boundary conditions on v:
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3.4 The algorithmic realization
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Thus, the algorithm of the boundary potential method consists of the following
steps.
1. Homogenize the Dirichlet data on 
D
according to (27).
2. Represent the solution u of the auxiliary problem (17) in terms of its Fourier
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O(N
1
N
2
ln(N
1
N
2
)) arithmetical operations.
 At least step 3 demands O(N
1
lnN
1
)+O(N
2
lnN
2
) arithmetical operations
to perform the fast Fourier transform for two vectors of length N
1
  1 and
two vectors of length N
2
  1.
 The matrix N

=

n
(;i)(;j)

!
F

N
can be described more explicitly. We
have
n
(;i)(;j)
=
X
(;k)2!
F

(;k)(;i)

(;k)(;j)
=
(
2
q
1
N
l

e
l

i
3 l
j
3 l
:
j
l
N
l
+ i
l
even; j
l
= 0; N
l
; l = 1; 2;
0 : else:
Thus, steps 4 and 6 demand O(N
1
N
2
) operations.
 System (26) can be solved via the Jacobi method (30) where D = diagB.
b
(k+1)

= b
(k)

+D
 1

d  Bb
(k)


; (30)
b
(0)

= 0:
Considering the structure of the matrix B we see
B
(;i)(;j)
= 0 if ( = ) ^ (i 6= j)
and therefor one iteration step demands O(N
1
N
2
) operations.
10
The matrix B is independent of h
1
and h
2
diagonal dominant, that means
for the iteration operator S = (I  D
 1
B) of (30)
kSk
1
= max
(;i)





P
(;j)2
N
n(;i)
B
(;i)(;j)
B
(;i)(;i)





 c
0
< 1:
In the case of Adini nite element schemes we get c
0
= 0:7. Thus, in order
to obtain an approximate solution b
(n)

of the relative accuracy "


b

  b
(n)




B
 " kb

k
B
;
we have to perform n  I(") =
ln "
 1
ln c
0
iteration steps (30). From
(Bb

; b

) = (
^
N
T

L
 1
F
^
Nb

; b

) = (

L
F
v
F
; v
F
)
for the approximate solution u
(n)
F
corresponding to b
(n)

follows






0
@
u
I
  u
(n)
I
g
N
  u
(n)
N
1
A







L
F
 " kv
F
k

L
F
:
The above facts show that the solution of (16) using the boundary potential
method with relative accuracy " demands O(N
1
N
2
ln(N
1
N
2
) ln "
 1
) arithmetical
operations. The asymptotic behavior of the arithmetical cost is dominated by
the fast Fourier transform in steps 1 and 7.
3.5 An example
The following example illustrates the theoretical results concerning the boundary
potential method. The purely sequential computations where performed on a
single processor PowerPC-601 of a multiprocessor system. Later it will be a
subroutine of a parallel code.
We consider the clamped plate problem in the unit square  = (0; 1) (0; 1).
Choosing the right-hand side f , the solution u is known.
f(x; y) = 6144 

x
2
(1  x)
2
+ y
2
(1  y)
2

(31)
+2048  (6x
2
  6x+ 1)  (6y
2
  6y + 1);
u(x; y) = 256  x
2
(1  x)
2
y
2
(1   y)
2
:
The inner iteration was stopped at the relative accuracy
kd  Bb
n

k
kdk
< " = 10
 6
:
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Figure 1: Arithmetical cost of the boundary potential method.
If the mesh size decreases the number n of inner iterations approaches a constant
value.
In comparison to the CPU-time required to solve the auxiliary problem using
the Fourier method (steps 1,2,7), the CPU-time for the additional steps 3 -6 of the
boundary potential method increases slower. Especially the asymptotic behavior
of the total CPU-time is not changed for the worse by these additional steps (see
gure 1). The nest discretization considered is a 512  512-mesh.
4 The boundary potential method in DD pre-
conditioning
This section concerns the choice of the preconditionerC
I
for the local subproblems
and the basis transformation in the ASM-DD-preconditioner for non-conforming
Adini element discretizations
2
.
In view of the spectral equivalence constants 
I
and 
I
(c.f. (11)) the choice
C
I
= L
I
would be optimal. But, if the mesh size tends to zero classical direct
2
Again the tilde symbol will be omitted.
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methods lead to an unacceptable growth of the number of arithmetical operations
required . The boundary potential method oers a good compromise at this
point. If the inner system (26) is solved quite exactly, the spectral equivalence
constants are expected to be close to 1. On the other hand we saw, that the
number of arithmetical operations is asymptotically suboptimal, if the number
of inner iterations is xed.
We choose
C
I
= blockdiag(C
I;s
); (32)
C
 1
I;s
r
I;s
=
"


L
 1
F;s
 

L
 1
F;s
^
N
s
(I   S
n
C
s
)B
 1
s
^
N
T
s

L
 1
F;s

 
r
I;s
0
N;s
!#
!
I;s
;
where n
C
is the number of iteration steps (30) performed in order to solve (26)
approximately.
Lemma 4.1 C
I
satises the requirements (11) of theorem 2.1, where

I
= inf
x
I

C
 1
I
x
I
; x
I


L
 1
I
x
I
; x
I

= 1  c
n
C
0
;

I
= sup
x
I

C
 1
I
x
I
; x
I


L
 1
I
x
I
; x
I

= 1 + c
n
C
0
:
Proof:
A C
I
= C
T
I
is positive denite. From (32) we have

C
 1
I;s
x
I;s
; y
I;s

=

L
 1
I;s
x
I;s
; y
I;s

+
 
S
n
C
s
B
 1
s
^
N
T
s

L
 1
F;s
 
x
I;s
0
N;s
!
; B
 1
s
^
N
T
s

L
 1
F;s
 
y
I;s
0
N;s
!!
B
s
:
L
I;s
is symmetric, S
s
self-adjoint in the inner product (:; :)
B
s
. Therefore
the symmetry of C
I
is obvious. Further L
I;s
and

L
F;s
, consequently B
s
and
B
s
S
n
C
s
are positive denite.
B Denoting b
;s
= B
 1
s
^
N
T
s

L
 1
F;s
 
x
I;s
0
N;s
!
, we get

C
 1
I;s
x
I;s
; x
I;s

=
 

L
 1
F;s
 
x
I;s
0
N;s
!
;
 
x
I;s
0
N;s
!!
+ (b
;s
; b
;s
)
B
s
| {z }
(
L
 1
I;s
x
I;s
;x
I;s
)
+ (S
n
C
s
b
;s
; b
;s
)
B
s
:
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Using the norm estimate of the iteration operator
(S
s
b
;s
; b
;s
)
B
s
 c
0
(b
;s
; b
;s
)
B
s
;
we arrive at the statement of the lemma.
(1   c
n
C
0
)

L
 1
I;s
x
I;s
; x
I;s



C
 1
I;s
x
I;s
; x
I;s

 (1 + c
n
C
0
)

L
 1
I;s
x
I;s
; x
I;s

:
How to choose the basis transformation? In view of the spectral radius
 = (S
 1
C
T
C
) the choice B
I
= L
I
is optimal again. That means solving non-
homogeneous Dirichlet problems on each subdomain 
s
, where the right-hand
side f
I;s
is zero. In other words we are searching for the biharmonic extension of
the Dirichlet data w
C;s
=
 
w
D;s
w
N;s
!
to the interior nodes of the subdomain 
s
.
Using the modied boundary potential method developed in section 3 this
can be done exactly when the inner systems (26) are solved directly.
C
 1

= V
 T

 
C
 1
C
0
0 C
 1
I
!
V
 1

; (33)
V
 1
;s
w
s
=
0
B
@
w
D;s
  L
T
FD;s

L
 1
F;s
w
F;s
0
N;s
w
I;s
1
C
A
+
0
B
@
L
T
FD;s

L
 1
F;s
^
N
s
B
 1
s
^
N
T
s

L
 1
F;s
w
F;s
N
s
B
 1
s
^
N
T
s

L
 1
F;s
w
F;s
0
I;s
1
C
A
:(34)
Unfortunately, when the inner systems are solved iteratively, the resulting
DD-preconditioner
C
 1
= V
 T
 
C
 1
C
0
0 C
 1
I
!
V
 1
; (35)
V
 1
s
w
s
= V
 1
;s
w
s
 
0
B
@
L
T
FD;s

L
 1
F;s
^
N
s
S
n
B
s
B
 1
s
^
N
T
s

L
 1
F;s
w
F;s
N
s
S
n
B
s
B
 1
s
^
N
T
s

L
 1
F;s
w
F;s
0
I;s
1
C
A
: (36)
does not t into the framework of theorem 2.1.
Lemma 4.2 Let us use the boundary potential method for the basis transforma-
tion and let us use the Jacobi iterative method (30) to solve the inner system
(26). Then, performing a the DD-preconditioner C spectrally equivalent to C

,
i.e.
9
1
; 
2
> 0 : 
1

C
 1

x; x



C
 1
x; x

 
2

C
 1

x; x

; 8x
requires not more than n
B
= O(lnh
 1
) iteration steps (30).
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Proof: In a rst step, let us assume
9  > 0 :




V
 1

  V
 1

x



D
 1
 


V
 1

x



D
 1
; (37)
where D =
 
C
C
0
0 C
I
!
. Then the following estimations hold.




C
 1

  C
 1

x; x



 =






V
 1

x



2
D
 1
 


V
 1
x



2
D
 1




=




V
 1

+ V
 1

x;

V
 1

  V
 1

x

D
 1








V
 1

+ V
 1

x



D
 1




V
 1

  V
 1

x



D
 1

n
2


V
 1

x



D
 1
+




V
 1

  V
 1

x



D
 1
o






V
 1

  V
 1

x



D
 1
 (2 + ) 

C
 1

x; x

: (38)
From (38) we have 
1
= 1  (2 + )  and 
2
= 1 + (2 + ).
In the second step we will state estimation (37). Introducing some notations

V
 1

  V
 1

x =
0
B
@
L
T
FD

L
 1
F
^
NS
n
B
b


NS
n
B
b


0
I
1
C
A
=
 
JS
n
B
b


0
I
!
; (39)
where b


= B
 1
^
N
T

L
 1
F
x
F
, we get




V
 1

  V
 1

x



2
D
 1
= kS
n
B
b


k
2
J
T
C
 1
C
J
 kS
n
B
k
2
J
T
C
 1
C
J
(Jb


; Jb


)
C
 1
C
 kSk
2n
B
J
T
C
 1
C
J


V
 1

x



2
D
 1
 c
2
h
 2p
kSk
2n
B
1


V
 1

x



2
D
 1
: (40)
From (40) we see: To bound  by a constant  independent of h we have to
perform
n
B

ln c + ln 
 1
+ p ln h
 1
ln c
 1
0
inner iterations (30).
5 The Schur-complement preconditioner
In [24] certain multilevel preconditioners for discretizations of the biharmonic
equation by rectangular nite elements were proposed. In particular a BPX-
like preconditioner C
C
for the Schur-complement S
C
of a conforming nite ele-
ment discretization using bicubic Bogner-Fox-Schmidt rectangles (7) is considered
15
there. The author proves that the condition number (C
 1
C
S
C
) is bounded by
a constant depending only on the initial partition R
j
0
. A dierent approach to
construct multilevel preconditioners for the Schur-complement system is used in
[26] and [27]. There multilevel Schur-complement preconditioners are derived
from multilevel preconditioners for the underlying global stiness matrices using
algebraic arguments.
In some sense Adini elements can be interpreted as a non-conforming counter-
part of Bogner-Fox-Schmidt elements. The degree of the polynomials is reduced
such that we have one degree of freedom less per node. Oswald suggests to con-
struct multilevel preconditioners for non-conforming elements by the strategy of
switching to a reference multilevelmethod dened for a conforming nite element
scheme (see [24], [25] and references therein).
Here we make use of Xu`s abstract theory of the auxiliary space method.
The result is an optimal multilevel preconditioner for the Schur-complement
~
S
C
resulting from the non-conforming Adini element discretization. Further we dis-
cuss the algorithmic realization of the resulting preconditioner and in order to
obtain an optimal condition number we introduce two scaling factors and nd
their nearly optimal values.
5.1 Multilevel Schur-complement preconditioners
We assume that the subdomain pattern of 
 = [
p
s=1

s
can be interpreted as a
conform initial partition R
j
0
= f
1
; : : : ;
p
g. Rening dyadically we generate
partitions R
l
; l = j
0
+ 1; : : : ; j and corresponding sets of nodes N
l
.
On the nest level j we construct the nite element space of Adini elements
~
V
h
= span
n
~'
(;P )
o
(;P )2~N
j
. By the above described construction the local level
j triangulation of the subdomains 
s
is uniform as assumed in section 3. The
notations introduced there will keep their sense locally on the subdomains.
Using Bogner-Fox-Schmidt elements we construct a nested sequence of nite
element spaces
V
j
0
 V
j
0
+1
 : : :  V
j
= V
h
;
V
l
= spanf'
l
(;P )
g
(;P )2N
l
:
On each level we distinguish dierent sets of degrees of freedom according to their
sense (see also section 3). The full information of the trace of the nite element
function u
l
= 
l
u
l
on the coupling boundary is contained in the pair
u
l
C
=

u
l
D
; u
l
N

=


l
D
u
l
D
;
l
N
u
l
N

2 V
l
C
= V
l
D
 V
l
N
: (41)
The space V
l
D
of traces of level l f.e. functions on ?
C
is spanned by 
l
D
, the normal
derivatives V
l
N
are spanned by 
l
N
.

l
D
=
n

l
(;P )
o
(;P )2
l
D
; (42)
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Figure 2: 
 = (0; 3) (0; 3) n [1; 2] [1; 2]; p = 32; j
0
= 1; j = 3

l
N
=
n

l
(;P )
o
(;P )2
l
N
; (43)

l
(;P )
=
8
<
:
'
l
(;P )



 
C
: (;P ) 2 
l
D
;
@

'
l
(;P )



 
C
: (;P ) 2 
l
N
:
On V
j
C
a weighted L
2
-inner product is introduced by

u
j
C
; v
j
C

C
= 2
3j
0

u
j
D
; v
j
D

0
+ 2
j
0

u
j
N
; v
j
N

0
; 8u
j
C
; v
j
C
2 V
j
C
: (44)
The mapping M
k;C
: V
j
C
 ! V
k
C
M
k;C
v
j
C
=
X
(;P )2
k
D
[
k
N

v
j
C
; 
k
(;P )



k
(;P )
; 
k
(;P )

 
k
(;P )
; v
j
C
2 V
j
C
; (45)
which is spectrally equivalent to the orthogonal projection from V
j
C
onto V
k
C
splits
into partsM
k;D
: V
j
D
 ! V
k
D
andM
k;N
: V
j
N
 ! V
k
N
. Using the above denitions
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the multilevel Schur-complement preconditioning operator C
C
is dened by
C
 1
C
= L
 1
j
0
;C
M
j
0
;C
+
j
X
k=j
0
+1

2
3(j
0
 k)
M
k;D
+ 2
(j
0
 k)
M
k;N

; (46)
where L
j
0
;C
corresponds to the underlying boundary value problem discretized
on level j
0
.
Now, using Xu's abstract framework of the auxiliary space method, we con-
struct a Schur-complement preconditioner for the non-conforming Adini scheme.
We dene mappings 
C
: V
C
!
~
V
C
and P
C
:
~
V
C
! V
C
. For a given v
C
2 V
C
~v
C
= 
C
v
C
is dened by
~v
C
(P ) = v
C
(P ); (47)
@

~v
D
(P ) = @

v
D
(P ); 8P 2 N
h
\ ?
C
;
given ~v
C
2
~
V
C
; v
C
= P
C
~v
C
is dened by
v
C
(P ) = ~v
C
(P ); (48)
@

v
D
(P ) = @

~v
D
(P );
@

v
N
(P ) =
8
<
:
P
i=1;2
~v
N
(P+e
i
h
i
) ~v
N
(P e
i
h
i
)
4h
i
: P crosspoint,
~v
N
(P+e

h

) ~v
N
(P e

h

)
2h

: else,
8P 2 N
h
\ ?
C
:
Lemma 5.1 Let
~
C
 1
C
= 
C
C
 1
C

T
C
. There exists a constant c 6= c(h) :
(
~
C
 1
C
~
S
C
)  c: (49)
Proof: The statement of the lemma is a direct consequence of the main theorem
of [28] applied to our situation. It is obvious that P
C
is a right inverse of 
C
,
i.e.
C
P
C
~v
C
= ~v
C
; 8~v
C
2
~
V
C
, therefore no smoother is required. Using Oswald's
result 

C
 1
C
S
C

 c; c 6= c(h) the proof is nished.
5.2 Optimal scaling
We reformulate the Schur-complement preconditioner and introduce two scaling
factors ;  2 R.
~
C
 1
C
= 
C
2
4
L
 1
j
0
;C
M
j
0
;C
+ 
j
X
k=j
0
+1

2
3(j
0
 k)
M
k;D
+ 2
(j
0
 k)
M
k;N

3
5

T
C
; (50)
Factor  is caused by the use of the Schur-complement preconditioner within
the domain decomposition preconditioner. It is used to get an optimal scaling
between the block-preconditioners
~
C
I
and
~
C
C
. Its correct choice results in a
minimum value of the quotient = (see theorem 2.1).
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The introduction of  is intended to get optimal weighting between the so-
lution of the coarse level problem (k = j
0
) and parts arising from higher levels
(k = j
0
+ 1; : : : ; j). The appropriate choice of  becomes more and more impor-
tant in the many subdomain case. A similar scaling factor was already mentioned
in [26]. Using a preconditioned gradient method for the Schur-complement sys-
tem approximates of the minimum and maximum eigenvalues of
~
C
 1
C
~
S
C
have
been computed numerically (see [6]) using dierent values of the scaling factor
. Two characteristic examples of the resulting graphs for (
~
C
 1
C
~
S
C
) are shown
in gure 3 and gure 4. From the knowledge of the spectral bounds we chose .
5.3 The implementation of the algorithm
The implementation of the mapping
C
respectively
T
C
is quite simple. In order
to describe the implementation of C
 1
C
we consider the preconditioning step in a
DD parallelized iterative process for the Schur-complement system
S
C
u
j
C
= d
j
C
:
We have to distinguish carefully between several kinds of representation of data.
The nite element function u
j
C
is represented by a vector of nodal values u
j
C
. In
parallel iterative methods these nodal values are of the so-called overlapping type
of distribution. That means processor s stores the full nodal values of 
j
C;s
in the
local memory.
u
j
C;s
= A
C;j;s
u
j
C
:
The right-hand side vector d
j
C
and the residual r
j
C
= d
j
C
  S
C
u
j
C
contain in-
ner products

d
j
C
; 
j
(;P )

respectively

r
j
C
; 
j
(;P )

. These values are naturally of
adding type of distribution. The full values corresponding to the coupling nodes
are result of a sum including data transfer between processors.
r
j
C
=
p
X
s=1
A
T
C;j;s
r
j
C;s
:
A
C;j;s
is the Boolean matrix which maps the global vector of nodal values to the
local vector of nodal values corresponding to 
j
C;s
. The usual element by element
assembling procedure results in a stiness matrix of adding type. Therefor the
multiplication of the stiness matrix by a vector of overlapping type results in a
vector of adding type and the preconditioning step
w
j
C
= C
 1
C
r
j
C
(51)
demands a transfer operation from adding type (r
j
C
) to overlapping type (w
j
C
).
Let S 2 N
l
n N
l 1
\ ?
C
a new coupling node of level l. Then P
1
2 N
l 1
\ ?
C
and P
2
2 N
l 1
\ ?
C
denote the parent nodes of S lying to the left respectively
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C
S
C
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Figure 4: Clamped plate problem in (0; 1)
2
, (C
 1
C
S
C
) - , j
0
= 2.
20
to the right of S relatively to the coordinate axis parallel to the part of the
boundary under consideration. The preconditioning step (51) could be realized
by the following V-cycle.
1. Compute residual scalar products recursively.
for s = 1 to p do in parallel
for P 2 N
j
\ ?
C;s
do r
j
(1;P );s
= 0 next P
for l = j down to j
0
+ 1 do
for S 2 N
l
n N
l 1
\ ?
C;s
do
r
l 1
(0;P
1
);s
= r
l
(0;P
1
);s
+
1
2
r
l
(0;S);s
+
3
4h
l

r
l
(e

;S);s
,
r
l 1
(0;P
2
);s
= r
l
(0;P
2
);s
+
1
2
r
l
(0;S);s
 
3
4h
l

r
l
(e

;S);s
,
r
l 1
(e

;P
1
);s
= r
l
(e

;P
1
);s
 
1
4
r
l
(e

;S);s
 
h
l

4
r
l
(0;S);s
,
r
l 1
(e

;P
2
);s
= r
l
(e

;P
2
);s
 
1
4
r
l
(e

;S);s
+
h
l

4
r
l
(0;S);s
,
r
l 1
(e

;P
1
);s
= r
l
(e

;P
1
);s
+
1
2
r
l
(e

;S);s
+
3
4h
l

r
l
(1;S);s
,
r
l 1
(e

;P
2
);s
= r
l
(e

;P
2
);s
+
1
2
r
l
(e

;S);s
 
3
4h
l

r
l
(1;S);s
,
r
l 1
(1;P
1
);s
= r
l
(1;P
1
);s
 
1
4
r
l
(1;S);s
 
h
l

4
r
l
(e

;S);s
,
r
l 1
(1;P
2
);s
= r
l
(1;P
2
);s
 
1
4
r
l
(1;S);s
+
h
l

4
r
l
(e

;S);s
,
next S
next l
end parallel
2. Change the type of distribution of the residual vectors and solve the coarse
grid problem.
w
(j
0
)
C;s
= A
C;j
0
;s
L
 1
C;j
0
p
X
s=1
A
T
C;j
0
;s
r
(j
0
)
C;s
v
l
C;s
= A
C;l;s
p
X
s=1
A
T
C;l;s
r
l
C;s
; 8l = j
0
+ 1; : : : ; j
3. Sum the preconditioned residuals recursively.
for s = 1 to p do in parallel
for l = j
0
+ 1 to j do
for P 2 N
l 1
\ ?
C;s
do
w
l
(0;P );s
= w
l 1
(0;P );s
+  h
l

h
l

v
l
(0;P );s
,
w
l
(e

;P );s
= w
l 1
(e

;P );s
+ v
l
(e

;P );s
,
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wl
(e

;P );s
= w
l 1
(e

;P );s
+  v
l
(e

;P );s
,
w
l
(1;P );s
= w
l 1
(1;P );s
+

h
l

h
l

v
l
(1;P );s
,
next P
for S 2 N
l
n N
l 1
\ ?
C;s
do
w
l
(0;S);s
=  h
l

h
l

v
l
(0;S);s
+
1
2

w
l 1
(0;P
1
);s
+ w
l 1
(0;P
2
);s

+
h
l

4

w
l 1
(e

;P
1
);s
  w
l 1
(e

;P
2
);s

,
w
l
(e

;S);s
=  v
l
(e

;S);s
 
1
4

w
l 1
(e

;P
1
);s
+ w
l 1
(e

;P
1
);s

 
3
4h
l


w
l 1
(0;P
1
);s
 w
l 1
(0;P
2
);s

,
w
l
(e

;S);s
=  v
l
(e

;S);s
+
1
2

w
l 1
(e

;P
1
);s
+ w
l 1
(e

;P
2
);s

+
h
l

4

w
l 1
(1;P
1
);s
  w
l 1
(1;P
2
);s

,
w
l
(1;S);s
=

h
l

h
l

v
l
(1;S);s
 
1
4

w
l 1
(1;P
1
);s
+ w
l 1
(1;P
1
);s

 
3
4h
l


w
l 1
(e

;P
1
);s
  w
l 1
(e

;P
2
);s

,
next S
next l
end parallel
The above described algorithm demands O(2
j j
0
) arithmetical operations per
processor to realize steps 1 and 3. The direct solution of the coarse level problem
requires O(8
j
0
) arithmetical operation during each iteration step (L
C;j
0
is stored
in factorized form).
In practice the inter-processor data exchange is organized as follows. Before
step 1 we assemble all residual values corresponding to edge points (not the
vertices) of the subdomains via nearest neighbour communication. During step 2
a global data exchange is required to assemble the right-hand side of the level j
0
problem. The exchange of values corresponding to vertices at level j
0
+1; : : : ; j is
enclosed there. The length of data packages in the global exchange is proportional
to j   j
0
.
At least the number of communication steps required is the same compared
to the non-preconditioned CG method.
6 A parallel preconditioner for BFS elements
In the previous sections we dened a domain decomposition preconditioner for
nite element equations resulting from plate problems discretized by Adini rect-
angles. The boundary potential method for the subdomain problems was one of
its main components. One could try to construct an ecient subdomain solver
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for the case of the Bogner-Fox-Schmidt elements for instance using the idea of
the boundary potential method or using multigrid algorithms. Here we choose
an alternate way based on the close relations between both types of rectangular
nite elements.
6.1 Application of the auxiliary space method
In order to construct a preconditioner for the discretized plate problem in V
h
we
consider the auxiliary nite element space
~
V
h
where an optimal preconditioner
~
C
is known. From the theory presented in [28] the construction of the preconditioner
is clear.
First we dene mappings  :
~
V
h
! V
h
and P : V
h
!
~
V
h
. The image
v
h
= ~v
h
2 V
h
of ~v
h
2
~
V
h
is uniquely dened by
v
h
j
P
= ~v
h
j
P
; (52)
rv
h
j
P
= r~v
h
j
P
;
@
12
v
h
j
P
=
1
m
P
X
R:P2R
@
12;R
~v
h
j
P
;8P 2 N
h
;
where m
P
is the number of elementsR with vertex P , @
12;R
~v
h
is the mixed deriva-
tive of ~v
h
evaluated on element R. The mapping P is the natural interpolant.
Given v
h
2 V
h
, ~v
h
= Pv
h
is dened by
~v
h
j
P
= v
h
j
P
; (53)
r~v
h
j
P
= rv
h
j
P
;8P 2 N
h
:
Further we choose the smoothing operator of Jacobi type
Rv
h
=
X
(;P )2N
h

v
h
; '
(;P )

a

'
(;P )
; '
(;P )

'
(;P )
: (54)
Lemma 6.1 Let
~
C an optimal preconditioner for the plate problem discretized by
Adini elements. Then the preconditioner
C
 1
= R+
~
C
 1

T
(55)
for the plate problem discretized by Bogner-Fox-Schmidt elements leads to a con-
dition number  (C
 1
L) bounded by a constant independent of h.
Proof: The mappings and P dened in (52) respectively (53) and the smooth-
ing operator R dened in (54) fulll the requirements (56 - 59) of the auxiliary
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space theory presented in [28]. There exist non-negative constants 
0
; 
1
; 
1
and
positive constants 
0
and 
0
independent of the mesh size h such that

0
h
4
(v
h
; v
h
)  (Rv
h
; v
h
)  
1
h
4
(v
h
; v
h
) ; 8v
h
2 V
h
; (56)
a (~v
h
;~v
h
)  
1
~a (~v
h
; ~v
h
) ; 8~v
h
2
~
V
h
; (57)
~a (Pv
h
;Pv
h
) 
1

0
a (v
h
; v
h
) ; 8v
h
2 V
h
; (58)
kv
h
 Pv
h
k
2

1

0
h
4
a (v
h
; v
h
) ; 8v
h
2 V
h
: (59)
6.2 A remark on the parallel implementation
The implementation of the mapping w
h
=  ~w
h
(respectively its matrix repre-
sentation w = ~w) requires the evaluation of the nine-point formula (60) at
each point P 2 N
h
\ 
 and corresponding formulas for the boundary points
P 2 N
h
\ @
.
w
(;P )
= ~w
(;P )
;  = 0; e
1
; e
2
; (60)
w
(1;P )
=
1
2h
2

~w
(e
1
;P+e
2
)
  ~w
(e
1
;P e
2
)

+
1
2h
1

~w
(e
2
;P+e
1
)
  ~w
(e
2
;P e
1
)

 
1
4h
1
h
2

~w
(0;P+e
1
+e
2
)
+ ~w
(0;P e
1
 e
2
)
  ~w
(0;P e
1
+e
2
)
  ~w
(0;P+e
1
 e
2
)

:
Therefore, in addition to the auxiliary preconditioner
~
C and the smoother R the
mappings  respectively 
T
require data exchange between processors.
Let the residual vector d of adding type. Assembling those components which
correspond to mixed derivatives ( = 1) and evaluating 
T
d locally on the sub-
domains results in a vector
~
d of adding type. Let ~w =
~
C
 1
~
d of overlapping type,
then the local evaluation of  on each subdomain results in a vector w of overlap-
ping type for  = 0; e
1
; e
2
and adding type for  = 1. The smoothing algorithm
simply consists of the division by the main diagonal D of the stiness matrix L
and the assembly of the resulting vector s = D
 1
d. For the adding components
of w the sum w = s+ w should be evaluated before assembling s.
Three communication steps are contained in the algorithm. In the rst step
one number per coupling node is exchanged, the auxiliary preconditioner ex-
changes three numbers per coupling node and assembling the smoothed residual
s requires the exchange of four numbers per coupling node. At least compared
to the iterative method using no preconditioner or a DD preconditioner designed
for Bogner-Fox-Schmidt elements we have twice as much data exchange between
processors.
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7 Numerical tests
The following numerical tests have been performed on a multiprocessor system
GC/Power Plus 128 equipped by 64 nodes of 2 processors PowerPC-601 and 4
transputers T805 for communication. We introduce some notations used in this
section.
 Three types of boundary conditions are considered. The clamped part
of the boundary is denoted by ?
0
, the simply supported part by ?
1
and
the free part by ?
2
. Essential boundary conditions are considered to be
homogeneous.
 The number of subdomains p is proportional to 4
j
0
, where j
0
is the number
of the coarse level.
 N

denotes the number of unknown degrees of freedom on the entire domain
at discretization level j .
 I(") is the number of CG iterations required to arrive at the relative accu-
racy ":


u  u
I(")



LC
 1
L
 "


u  u
0



LC
 1
L
:
 T
T
is the total time required to solve the considered problem and
 T
A
is the time of pure arithmetics without interprocessor communication.
The largest subdomain problems we could t into memory consider a local 256
256-mesh (j j
0
= 8). Times marked by a star were measured when our program
was using so called virtual processors. That means for instance 128 physical
processors solve a 256 subdomain problem.
Our domain decomposition preconditioner uses four control parameters:
 The number of inner iterations performed during basis transformation (n
B
)
and subdomain preconditioning (n
C
) via the boundary potential method
and
 scaling factors  and  for the multilevel Schur-complement preconditioner.
In order to investigate the parallelization properties of the ParCG method we
compare speedup S(p; q) and eciency E(p; q) between p and q processores at
equal discretization levels (j =constant) or equal size of the subdomain problems
(j   j
0
=constant).
S(p; q) =
T
T
(p)
N

(p)

N

(q)
T
T
(q)
; (61)
E(p; q) =
p
q
 S(p; q):
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7.1 Adini elements
Let us give short descriptions of the model problems we solved in order to demon-
strate the behaviour of the DD preconditioned ParCG method for solving nite
element equations arising from Adini discretizations of plate problems.
Example 1 model domain: 
 = (0; 1)  (0; 1),
p = 4; 16; 64; 256,
boundary conditions: ?
0
= @
,
discretization: Adini elements,
parameter:  = 0:05;  = 1,
n
C
= n
B
= 20,
see tables 1,2,3.
Example 2 model domain: 

L
= (0; 3)  (0; 3) n [1; 2] [1; 2],
p = 32; 128,
boundary conditions: ?
0
= @
,
discretization: Adini elements
parameter:  = 0:02;  = 1,
n
C
= n
B
= 20,
see table 4.
Example 3 model domain: 

L
= (0; 3)  (0; 3) n [1; 2] [1; 2],
p = 32; 128,
boundary conditions: ?
0
= f0; 3g  (0; 3) [ [0; 3] f0; 3g,
?
1
= f1; 2g  (1; 2) [ [1; 2] f1; 2g,
discretization: Adini elements
parameter:  = 0:02;  = 1,
n
C
= n
B
= 20,
see table 5.
Example 4 model domain: 

L
= (0; 3)  (0; 3) n [1; 2] [1; 2],
p = 32; 128,
boundary conditions: ?
0
= f0; 3g  (0; 3) [ [0; 3] f0; 3g,
?
2
= f1; 2g  (1; 2) [ [1; 2] f1; 2g,
discretization: Adini elements
parameter:  = 0:02;  = 1,
n
C
= n
B
= 20,
see table 6.
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I(10
 5
) T
T
[s]
N

j j j
0
1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4
27 2 4 | | | 0.09 | | |
147 3 10 13 | | 0.18 0.45 | |
675 4 14 19 14 | 0.56 0.74 1.89 |
2883 5 15 18 18 | 2.17 1.15 2.89 |
11 907 6 16 19 17 16 8.75 3.22 3.58 31.16*
48 387 7 16 18 17 16 36.17 10.54 5.18 34.97*
195 075 8 16 18 15 14 157.73 43.13 10.97 36.32*
783 363 9 16 17 14 12 685.00 173.79 35.62 43.66*
3 139 587 10 | 16 13 10 | 709.00 134.13 74.80*
12 570 627 11 | | 13 10 | | 572.09 228.58*
Table 1: Square clamped plate (Adini elements): iteration counts and time.
j S(4; 16) S(4; 64) S(16; 64) E(4; 16) E(4; 64) E(16; 64)
7 3.43 6.98 2.03 0.86 0.44 0.51
8 3.66 14.38 3.93 0.91 0.90 0.98
9 3.96 19.23 4.86 0.99 1.20 1.22
10 | | 5.29 | | 1.32
Table 2: Square clamped plate (Adini elements): speedup and eciency.
j   j
0
S(4; 16) S(4; 64) S(16; 64) E(4; 16) E(4; 64) E(16; 64)
4 2.78 7.03 2.53 0.70 0.44 0.63
5 3.37 13.07 3.87 0.84 0.82 0.97
6 3.38 16.44 4.86 0.85 1.03 1.22
7 3.66 18.93 5.17 0.91 1.18 1.29
8 3.87 19.21 4.96 0.97 1.20 1.24
Table 3: Square clamped plate (Adini elements): speedup and eciency.
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I(10
 5
) T
T
[s] T
A
[s] T
T
[s] T
A
[s]
j N

j
0
= 1 j
0
= 2 j
0
= 1 j
0
= 2
3 1 344 23 | 1.59 0.61 |
4 5 760 24 25 2.31 1.08 10.78 5.10
5 23 808 25 25 4.71 3.16 12.92 5.58
6 96 768 25 26 14.01 12.16 17.39 8.01
7 390 144 25 26 54.23 52.00 28.76 17.52
8 1 566 720 26 27 237.73 234.79 74.66 61.17
9 6 279 168 25 27 1000.90 995.59 268.83 250.00
10 25 141 248 | 27 | 1121.92 1080.14
Table 4: Clamped plate 

L
, Adini elements.
I(10
 5
) T
T
[s] T
A
[s] T
T
[s] T
A
[s]
j N

j
0
= 1 j
0
= 2 j
0
= 1 j
0
= 2
3 1 372 32 | 2.19 0.87 |
4 5 820 33 33 3.16 1.48 14.12 6.71
5 23 932 34 33 6.36 4.24 16.95 7.35
6 97 020 36 35 19.97 17.39 23.22 10.72
7 390 652 37 35 79.12 76.05 38.34 23.45
8 1 567 740 37 36 335.89 331.44 98.51 81.02
9 6 281 212 38 37 1502.66 1497.73 366.89 340.44
10 25 145 340 | 37 | 1519.51 1466.60
Table 5: Clamped/simply supported plate 

L
, Adini elements.
I(10
 5
) T
T
[s] T
A
[s] T
T
[s] T
A
[s]
j N

j
0
= 1 j
0
= 2 j
0
= 1 j
0
= 2
3 1 440 27 | 1.87 0.74 |
4 5 952 30 26 2.90 1.35 11.23 5.36
5 24 192 29 28 5.45 3.66 14.48 6.29
6 97 536 30 27 16.73 14.56 18.07 8.30
7 391 680 30 28 64.54 62.02 30.87 18.90
8 1 569 792 30 29 273.11 270.03 80.03 65.57
9 6 285 312 30 29 1198.49 1193.91 284.85 266.72
10 25 153 536 | 29 | 1184.31 1155.86
Table 6: Clamped/free plate 

L
, Adini elements.
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7.2 Bogner-Fox-Schmidt elements
Now we consider conforming discretizations of plate problems using Bogner-Fox-
Schmidt elements. The resulting nite element equations are solved by the con-
jugate gradient method preconditioned as described in section 6.
Example 5 model domain: 
 = (0; 1)  (0; 1),
p = 1; 4; 16; 64; 256,
boundary conditions: ?
0
= @
,
discretization: Bogner-Fox-Schmidt elements,
parameter:  = 0:05;  = 1,
n
C
= n
B
= 20,
see table 7.
Example 6 model domain: 
 = (0; 1)  (0; 1),
p = 1; 4; 16; 64,
boundary conditions: ?
1
= [0; 1] f0; 1g,
?
2
= f0; 1g  (0; 1),
discretization: Bogner-Fox-Schmidt elements,
parameter:  = 0:05;  = 1,
n
C
= n
B
= 20,
see table 8.
I(10
 5
) T
T
[s]
N

j j j
0
0 1 2 3 4 0 1 2 3
4 1 1 | | | | 0.02 | | |
36 2 6 6 | | | 0.09 0.18 | |
196 3 9 14 12 | | 0.80 0.42 0.81 |
900 4 8 15 13 11 | 1.64 0.75 0.87 2.17
3 844 5 5 14 15 13 8 3.52 2.23 1.42 2.98
15 876 6 5 14 15 13 11 14.34 8.47 3.11 3.65
64 516 7 5 14 15 13 12 60.76 35.49 10.09 5.36
260 100 8 5 14 16 13 11 262.57 151.97 42.35 11.56
1 044 484 9 | 14 16 13 10 | 659.22 178.87 37.13
4 168 116 10 | | 16 13 10 | | 768.46 146.81
16 760 836 11 | | | 13 10 | | | 617.24
Table 7: Square clamped plate (BFS elements): iteration counts and time.
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I(10
 5
) T
T
[s]
N

j j j
0
0 1 2 3 0 1 2 3
24 1 6 | | | 0.03 | | |
80 2 15 15 | | 0.20 0.55 | |
288 3 18 20 13 | 0.63 0.73 1.35 |
1088 4 20 20 16 10 2.68 1.21 1.98 1.96
4 224 5 22 21 17 14 12.36 3.38 2.46 3.21
16 640 6 25 23 18 15 59.83 15.85 4.51 4.14
66 048 7 27 26 20 15 278.13 63.98 13.82 6.03
263 168 8 28 27 21 15 1249.19 283.34 54.17 13.12
1 050 624 9 | 28 21 15 | 1273.64 225.06 42.47
4 198 400 10 | | 22 16 | | 1013.10 177.85
16 785 408 11 | | | 16 | | | 754.26
Table 8: Square simply supported/free plate (BFS-elements): iteration counts
and time.
8 Conclusions
We developed a domain decomposition preconditioner
~
C for the nite element
equations
~
L~u =
~
f arising from the discretization of plate problems by non-
conforming Adini elements. Let us formulate its main properties and the prop-
erties of the resulting parallel preconditioned conjugate gradient method within
two theorems.
Theorem 8.1 (Spectrally equivalence of
~
C and
~
L) Let
~
C

dened in (33),
where
~
C
C
is the modied multilevel Schur-complement preconditioner described
in section 5 and
~
C
I
is dened by the boundary potential method. Then there are
constants c
1
and c
1
independent of the mesh size and independent of the number
of subdomains, such that
c
1
~
C


~
L  c
1
~
C

:
Using the Boundary Potential method to dene the basis transformation (35)
it is sucient to perform O(lnh
 1
) inner iterations, to have constants c and c
independent of the mesh size and independent of the number of subdomains, such
that
c
~
C 
~
L  c
~
C:
Therefor the preconditioned ParPCG method for solving the nite element equa-
tions needs at most O(ln "
 1
) iterations to achieve the relative accuracy ".
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Proof: The statement follows directly from theorem 2.1 using lemmata 4.1, 5.1
and 4.2.
We claim that the estimations in lemma 4.2 can be improved. Numerical results
show, that at least a constant number n
B
of inner iterations is sucient.
Theorem 8.2 (Arithmetical cost of the algorithm) Let us solve the coarse
level equations via the Cholesky method and let the coarse grid matrix be stored
in factorized form. Then one ParPCG step requires
O

(j   j
0
)  4
j j
0

+O

8
j
0

arithmetical operations per processor.
Proof: The statement is clear from the properties of the well known methods
used herein and from the considerations of section 3 concerning the arithmetical
cost of the boundary potential method and section 5 concerning the algorithm of
the Schur-complement preconditioner.
In view of both discretization parameters j (discretization level) and j
0
(subdo-
main pattern) an asymptotically suboptimal method for the approximate solution
of plate problems in domains composed of rectangles has been constructed.
The numerical results conrm the above statements. In particular we see that
(at least using our hardware) high eciency and speedup of the parallel method
are obtained for large subdomain problems. This fact becomes more important
when the computational performance of the single nodes is high compared to the
performance of the communication network.
Further, we constructed an asymptotically optimal preconditioner C for the
nite element equations Lu = f arising from the conforming nite element dis-
cretization of the plate problem by Bogner-Fox-Schmidt rectangles. At least we
obtain the same iteration counts as for the non-conforming discretization precon-
ditioned by the above mentioned DD preconditioner (compare tables 1 and 7).
The higher iteration time is caused by additional arithmetical work, but mostly
by the additional inter-processor communication.
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